Abstract. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra, E be a vector space containing A as a subspace and V be a complement of A in E. The extending structures problem which asks for the classification of all leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structures on E such that A is a subalgebra of E is studied. In this paper, the definition of the unified product of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras is introduced. It is shown that there exists a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E such that A is a subalgebra of E if and only if E is isomorphic to a unified product of A and V . Two cohomological type objects H 2 A (V, A) and H 2 (V, A) are constructed to give a theoretical answer to the extending structures problem. Furthermore, given an extension A ⊂ E of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras, another cohomological type object is constructed to classify all complements of A in E. Several special examples are provided in details.
Introduction
Left-symmetric algebras are a class of Lie-admissible algebras whose commutators are Lie algebras. They arose from the study of affine manifolds and affine structures on Lie groups [25] , convex homogeneous cones [28] , deformation of associative algebras [21] and so on. Novikov algebra is a left-symmetric algebra whose right multiplications are commutative. It was essentially stated in [20] that it corresponds to a certain Hamiltonian operator. Such an algebraic structure also appeared in [13] from the point of view of Poisson structures of hydrodynamic type. The name "Novikov algebra" was given by Osborn in [27] . In [14] , Burde gave a survey about left-symmetric algebras which showed that they play important roles in many fields in mathematics and mathematical physics such as vector fields, rooted tree algebras, words in two letters, operad theory, vertex algebras, deformation complexes of algebras, convex homogeneous cones, affine manifolds, left-invariant affine structures on Lie groups (see [14] and the references therein).
In this paper, our first aim is to study the following question about left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras:
Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra and E a vector space containing A as a subspace. Describe and classify all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structures on E such that A is a subalgebra of E.
left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra is given. Then, we show that there exists a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E such that A is a subalgebra of E if and only if E is isomorphic to a unified product of A and V (see Theorem 3.10). According to this result, we only need to study the following question: when two unified products A♮V and A♮ ′ V corresponding to two extending datums Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·) and Ω ′ (A, V ) = (l
are isomorphic. This question is solved in Lemma 3.12. By Lemma 3.12, we construct two cohomological type objects to give a theoretical answer to the extending structures problem for left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras. The first one H 2 A (V, A) classifies all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras on E up to an isomorphism that stabilizes A, while the second object H 2 (V, A) provides the classification of all extending structures of A to E up to isomorphism which stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V . In Section 4, a class of special extending structures of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras named flag extending structures are studied in detail. Several examples for computing H 2 A (V, A) and H 2 (V, A) are given. In Section 5, the classifying complements problem for left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras is studied. We show that if A is a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra and B is a complement of A in E, then the isomorphism classes of all A-complements of E can be parameterized by a cohomological object HC 2 (B, A|(l A , r A , l B , r B )), where l A , r A , l B , r B are defined in the proof of Theorem 3.10.
Throughout this paper, k is a field. All vector spaces, left-symmetric algebras, Novikov algebras, Lie algebras, linear or bilinear maps are over k.
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Preliminaries
In this section, we will recall some basic definitions and some facts about leftsymmetric algebras and Novikov algebras. A Novikov algebra (A, •) is a left-symmetric algebra with the operation " • " satisfying:
Left-symmetric algebras are Lie-admissible algebras (see [26] ). 
defines a Lie algebra g(A), which is called the sub-adjacent Lie algebra of A and
A is also called the compatible left-symmetric algebra structure on the Lie algebra g(A).
Next, we introduce the definitions of bimodules of left-symmetric algebra and Novikov algebra. Definition 2.3. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra and M be a vector space. Let S, T : A → gl(M ) be two linear maps. M (or (S, T, M ) ) is called a bimodule of A if
for any x, y ∈ A and v ∈ M .
A bimodule M of a Novikov algebra (A, •) is a vector space with two linear maps S, T : A → gl(M ) satisfying (2.4), (2.5) and
The following fact is obvious.
is a representation of the Lie algebra g(A).
Finally, in order to study the extending structures problem, we need to introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.5. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra, E a vector space such that A is a subspace of E and V a complement of A in E. For a linear map ϕ : E → E, the following diagram is considered:
where π : E → V is the natural projection of E = A ⊕ V onto V and i : A → E is the inclusion map. We say that ϕ : E → E stabilizes A (resp. co-stabilizes V ) if the left square (resp. the right square) of the above diagram is commutative. Let • and • ′ be two left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) structures on E both containing A as a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra. If there exists a leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra isomorphism ϕ : (E,
. If there exists a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra isomorphism ϕ : (E, •) → (E, • ′ ) which stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V , • and
Obviously, ≡ and ≈ are equivalence relations on the set of all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structures on E containing A as a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra. Denote by Extd(E, A) (resp. Extd ′ (E, A)) the set of all equivalence classes via ≡ (resp. ≈). Thus, Extd(E, A) is the classifying object of the extending structures problem and Extd ′ (E, A) provides a classification of the extending structures problem from the point of the view of the extension problem. In addition, it is easy to see that there exists a canonical projection Extd(E, A) ։ Extd ′ (E, A).
Unified products for left-symmetric algebras
In this section, we will introduce the definition of unified product for leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras and give a theoretical answer to the extending structures problem.
Definition 3.1. Let (A, •) be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra and V a vector space. An extending datum of A by V is a system Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·) consisting four linear maps and two bilinear maps as follows:
for all a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . A♮V is called the unified product of A and Ω(A, V ) if it is a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra with the product given by (3.1). In this case, the extending datum Ω(A, V ) is called a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structure of A by V . We denote by T(A, V ) the set of all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structures of A by V . By (3.1), the following relations hold in A♮V for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V :
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra, V be a vector space and Ω(A, V ) an extending datum of A by V . Then, A♮V is a unified product if and only if the following conditions hold for any a, b ∈ A, x, y, z ∈ V : 
, (c, 0)) = 0 and R((0, x), (0, y), (0, z)) = 0 are satisfied for all a, b, c ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ V . By a direct computation, it is easy to see that for any a, b, c ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ V , R((a, 0), (b, 0), (c, 0)) = 0 is equivalent to that A is a left-symmetric algebra;
Thus, this theorem is obtained. 
Proof. This conclusion can be obtained directly from the relation between leftsymmetric algebra A♮V and its sub-adjacent Lie algebra. In fact, the sub-adjacent Lie algebra g(A♮V ) is just the Lie algebra obtained from the Lie extending structure Ω(g(A), V ) = (⊳, ⊲, g, {·, ·}):
for all a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.2, A♮V is a Novikov algebra if and only if (L1)-(L10) hold and
for all a, b, c ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ V . Then, similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it is easy to check that (3.4) holds if and only if (N1)-(N10) are satisfied. Thus, we obtain this corollary. 
for all a ∈ A, x, y, z ∈ V . Moreover, if A is a Novikov algebra, Ω(A, V ) = (f, ·) is a Novikov extending structure of A by V if and only if (V, ·) is a Novikov algebra and f : V × V → A satisfies (3.6) and
The associated unified product A♮V denoted by A♮ f V is called the twisted product of A and V . The product on A♮ f V is given by for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V :
be an extending datum of a leftsymmetric algebra A by a vector space V where l A and r A are trivial maps. Then, Ω(A, V ) = (l V , r V , f, ·) is a left-symmetric extending structure of A by V if and only if (V, ·) is a left-symmetric algebra and the following conditions are satisfied: 
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ V . The associated unified product A♮V denoted by A♮ f lV ,rV V is called the crossed product of A and V . The product on A♮ f lV ,rV V is given by for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V :
be an extending datum of a left-symmetric algebra A by a vector space V where f is a trivial map. Then,
is a bimodule of V and they satisfy (L1), (L3), (L6) and (L8). Moreover, if A is a Novikov algebra, Ω(A, V ) = (l V , r V , f, ·) is a Novikov extending structure of A by V if and only if (V, ·) is a Novikov algebra, (l A , r A , V ) is a bimodule of the Novikov algebra A, (l V , r V , A) is a bimodule of the Novikov algebra V , and they satisfy (L1), (L3), (L6), (L8), (N1), (N3), (N6) and (N8). The associated unified product A♮V denoted by A ⊲⊳ lA,rA lV ,rV V is called the bicrossed product of A and V (see [9] ). The product on A ⊲⊳ lA,rA lV ,rV V is given by for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V :
Here, both A and V are subalgebras of A ⊲⊳ lA,rA lV ,rV V . Given a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structure Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·). It is obvious that A can be seen a left-symmetric (resp.Novikov) subalgebra of A♮V . In fact, we can also prove that any left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on a vector space E containing A as a subalgebra is isomorphic to a unified product.
Theorem 3.10. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra, E a vector space containing A as a subspace and • a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E such that A is a subalgebra of (E, •). Then, there exists a leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structure Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·) of A by a subspace V of E and an isomorphism of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras (E, •) ∼ = A♮V which stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V .
Proof. Note that there is a natural linear map p : E → A such that p(a) = a for all a ∈ A. Set V = Ker(p) which is a complement of A in E. Then, we present a extending datum Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·) of A by a subspace V of E defined as follows:
for any a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . It is easy to see that ϕ : A × V → E defined as ϕ(a, x) = a + x is a linear isomorphism, whose inverse is as follows: ϕ −1 (e) := (p(e), e − p(e)) for all e ∈ E. Next, we should prove that Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·) is a leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structure of A by V and ϕ : A♮V → E is an isomorphism of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras that stabilizes A and costabilizes V . In fact, if ϕ : A × V → E is an isomorphism of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras, there exists a unique left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) product given by
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . Therefore, for completing the proof, we only need to check that the product defined by (3.7) is just the one given by (3.1) related with the above extending system Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·). In detail, we get
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . Therefore, ϕ : A♮V → E is an isomorphism of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras and the following diagram is commutative
where ρ : A♮V → V and π : E → V are the natural projections. Then, the proof is finished.
Remark 3.11. By Example 3.8 and Theorem 3.10, it is easy to obtain the following result: Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra, E a vector space containing A as a subspace. Then, any left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E containing A as an ideal is isomorphic to a crossed product of left-symmetric (resp.
Similarly, by Example 3.9 and Theorem 3.10, we can get (This result can also be referred to Theorem 3.5 in [9] ): Let A and B be two left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras. Then, any leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E which is a direct sum of the underlying vector of two subalgebras A and B is isomorphic to a bicrossed product of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras A ⊲⊳ lA,rA lV ,rV B.
Next, by Theorem 3.10, for classifying all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structures on E containing A as a subalgebra, we only need to classify all unified products A♮V associated to all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structures 
for any a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V .
The bijection from the set of all morphisms of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras ϕ λ,µ : A♮V → A♮ ′ V to the set of pairs (λ, µ) is given as follows:
In addition, ϕ λ,µ is an isomorphism if and only if µ : V → V is an isomorphism, and ϕ λ,µ costabilizes V if and only if µ = Id V .
Proof. Let ϕ : A♮V → A♮ ′ V be a morphism of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras. Since ϕ stabilizes A, ϕ(a, 0) = (a, 0). Moreover, we can set ϕ(0, x) = (λ(x), µ(x)), where λ : V → A, µ : V → V are two linear maps. Therefore, we get ϕ(a, x) = (a + λ(x), µ(x)). Then, we should prove that ϕ is a morphism of leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras if and only if (3.8)-(3.13) hold. It is enough to check that
holds for all generators of A♮V . Obviously, (3.14) holds for the pair (a, 0), (b, 0). Then, we consider (3.14) for the pair (a, 0), (0, x). According to
Assume that ϕ λ,µ is bijective. It is obvious that µ is surjective. Then, we only need to prove that µ is injective. Let x ∈ V such that µ(x) = 0. Then, we get ϕ λ,µ (−λ(x), x) = (−λ(x) + λ(x), µ(x)) = (0, 0). Thus, x = 0, i.e. µ is injective. Conversely, assume that µ : V → V is bijective. Then, ϕ λ,µ has the inverse given by ϕ
. Thus, by the first part, ϕ λ,µ is an isomorphism. Therefore, ϕ λ,µ is an isomorphism if and only if µ : V → V is an isomorphism. Finally, it is obvious that ϕ λ,µ costabilizes V if and only if µ = Id V . Now, the proof is finished. 
for any a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V , then Ω(A, V ) and Ω ′ (A, V ) are called equivalent and we denote it by Ω(A, V ) ≡ Ω ′ (A, V ). Moreover, in special, µ = Id, Ω(A, V ) and Ω ′ (A, V ) are called cohomologous and we denote it by Ω(A, V ) ≈ Ω ′ (A, V ).
Then, by the above discussion, the answer for the extending structures problem of left-symmetric algebras (resp. Novikov algebras) is given as follows:
Theorem 3.14. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra (resp. Novikov algebra), E a vector space that contains A as a subspace and V a complement of A in E. Then, we get:
is bijective, where
is bijective, where Ω(A, V ) is the equivalence class of Ω(A, V ) under ≈.
Proof. This theorem can be directly obtained from Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.5, Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.12.
Flag extending structures of left-symmetric algebras
In this section, we will study a class of special extending structures of leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras in detail.
Definition 4.1. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra and E a vector space containing A as a subspace. If there exists a finite chain of left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebras of E: A = E 0 ⊂ E 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ E m = E such that E i has codimension 1 in E i+1 for all i = 0, · · · , m − 1, then the left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra structure on E is called a flag extending structure of A.
It is easy to see that dim k (V ) = m in Definition 4.1, where V is the complement of A in E. In fact, all flag extending structures of A in E can be completely described by a recursive process. First, classify all unified products of A♮V 1 where V 1 is a 1-dimensional vector space. Second, replacing A by A♮V 1 , characterize all unified products of (A♮V 1 )♮V 2 where V 2 is a 1-dimensional vector space. Then, we can iterate this process. After m steps, we can describe and classify all flag extending structures of A in E. Therefore, in this section, we mainly study the extending structure of A by a 1-dimensional vector space V . 
Denote by F N (A) the set of all flag datums of the Novikov algebra A.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra and V a vector space of dimension 1 with a basis {x}. Then, there exists a bijection between the set T(A, V ) of all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structures of A by V and F L(A) (resp. F N (A)).
Through the above bijection, the left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending struc-
) is given as follows:
for all a ∈ A.
Proof. Given a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) extending structure Ω(A, V ) = (l A , r A , l V , r V , f, ·). By the fact that dim k (V ) = 1, we can set
where a 0 ∈ A, α ∈ k, g : A → k, h : A → k, D and T : A → A are linear maps.
Then, by a straightforward computation, we can obtain that the conditions (L1)-(L10) in Theorem 3.2 are equivalent to the fact that g : A → k is a morphism of algebras and (4.1) − (4.5) hold. Moreover, the conditions (N 1) − (N 10) are equivalent to the fact that (4.6) − (4.10) hold.
Let (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) ∈ F L(A) (resp. ∈ F N (A)). By Proposition 4.4, we denote the unified product associated with the extending structure corresponding to (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) by LS(A, x|(h, g, D, T, a 0 , α)) (resp. N V (A, x|(h, g, D, T, a 0 , α))).
Next, we present a classification of all left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras on E containing A as a subalgebra whose codimension is 1.
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra of codimension 1 in the vector space E. Then, we get:
and there exists a pair (β, b 0 ) ∈ k * × A such that for any a ∈ A: (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) → LS(A, x|(h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) ) (resp. (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) → N V (A, x|(h, g, D, T, a 0 , α)) ,
The bijection between F L(A)/ ≡ (resp. F N (A)/ ≡ ) and Extd(E, A) is given by
, where ≈ is the equivalence relation on the set F L(A) (resp. F N (A) ) as follows:
where
Proof. This theorem can be directly obtained from Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 3.14 by some simple computations.
Finally, we provide two explicit examples to compute H 2 (k, A). This left-symmetric algebra is the unique 4-dimensional complete simple left-symmetric algebra up to isomorphisms over C (see [15] ).
By some computations, we can obtain that the flag datum (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α) of A is given by as follows: where b, c, d, e ∈ k and c 2 = ec, b 2 = eb. Therefore, any 5-dimensional left-symmetric algebra that contains A as a leftsymmetric subalgebra is isomorphic to the following left-symmetric algebra denoted by A b,c,d,e with the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , x} and the products given by (4.17), (4.18 ) and 
Example 4.7. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and A be a 3-dimensional Novikov algebra with a basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } and the non-zero products given by
This Novikov algebra whose sub-adjacent Lie algebra is just g(A) with the Lie brackets given by [e 1 , e 2 ] = e 2 , [e 1 , e 3 ] = e 3 can be referred to [16] .
By a long but straightforward computation, we obtain the following three flag datums (h, g, D, T, a 0 , α):
where a 11 , a 12 , a 13 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ k and c 1 = a 11 α − a 2 11 , c 2 = α(a 11 + a 12 ) − a 11 a 12 , c 3 = αa 13 − a 11 a 13 .
In this case, any 4-dimensional Novikov algebra that contains A as a Novikov subalgebra is isomorphic to the following Novikov algebra denoted by A a11,a12,a13,α with the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , x} and the products given by (4.24) and e 1 • x = a 11 (e 1 − e 2 ), x • e 1 = a 11 e 1 + a 12 e 2 + a 13 e 3 , e 2 • x = a 11 e 2 , x • e 2 = 0, e 3 • x = a 11 e 3 , x • e 3 = 0, x • x = (a 11 α − a 2 11 )e 1 + (α(a 11 + a 12 ) − a 11 a 12 )e 2 + (αa 13 − a 11 a 13 )e 3 + αx, where a 11 , a 12 , a 13 , α ∈ k.
By Theorem 4.5, two such Novikov algebras A a11,a12,a13,α and A a 
Case 2
h(e 1 ) = h(e 2 ) = h(e 3 ) = 0, g(e 1 ) = −1, g(e 2 ) = g(e 3 ) = 0,
where a 12 , b 12 , b 13 ∈ k. In this case, any 4-dimensional Novikov algebra that contains A as a Novikov subalgebra is isomorphic to the following Novikov algebra denoted by A a11,a12,a13,α with the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , x} and the products given by (4.24) and In this case, any 4-dimensional Novikov algebra that contains A as a Novikov subalgebra is isomorphic to the following Novikov algebra A a11,a12,b12,b13,b32,b33,c1,c2,c3,α with the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , x} and the products given by (4.24) and e 1 • x = −x + b 12 e 2 + b 13 e 3 , e 2 • x = −a 12 e 2 − a 13 e 3 , (4.25) e 3 • x = b 32 e 2 + b 33 e 3 , x • e 1 = a 12 e 2 + a 13 e 3 − x, (4.26)
x • e 2 = x • e 3 = 0, x • x = αx + c 1 e 1 + c 2 e 2 + c 3 e 3 , (4.27) where these coefficients satisfy the conditions in Subcase 1 and Subcase 2.
By Theorem 4.5, two such Novikov algebras A a12,a13,b12,b13,b32,b33,c1,c2,c3,α and A a 
In detail, denote the Novikov algebras corresponding to Subcase 1 and Subcase 2 by A a12,b12,b13,b32,b33 and A a12,b12,b13,b33,α respectively. By (4.28) and (4.29), it is easy to see that A a12,b12,b13,b32,b33 is not isomorphic to any A a , c 2 = c 3 = 0. Therefore, in this case, there are two classes of Novikov algebras containing A as a subalgebra. One is the Novikov algebra A b12,b13,c2,c3 with the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , x} and the products given by (4.24) and 
Therefore, the Novikov algebras in different cases are not isomorphic. Thus, the classifying object Extd(k 4 , A) ∼ = H 2 A (k, A) has been described: it is equal to the disjoint union of the six quotient spaces described above.
Classifying complements for left-symmetric algebras
In this section, we will study the classifying complements problem for leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras.
Let A ⊆ E be a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra of (E, •). A leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra B of (E, •) is called a complement of A in (E, •) (or an A-complement of (E, •)) if E = A + B and A ∩ B = {0}. If B is an A-complement in (E, •), by Remark 3.11, we get E ∼ = A ⊲⊳ B for some bicrossed product of A and B (the detail construction can be referred to the proof of Theorem 3.10 or [9] ).
For a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra A of (E, •), denote F (A, E) the set of the isomorphism classes of all A-complements in E. Define the factorization index of A in E as [E : A] := |F (A, E)|. 
Denote by the set of all deformation maps of the matched pair (A, B, l A , r A , l B , r B ) by DM(B, A|(l A , r A , l B , r B )).
Next, we begin to study the classifying complements problem for left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras using the concept of deformation map. By the definition of the deformation map, we get that for any x, y ∈ B,
is a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) subalgebra of E = A ⊲⊳ B. Here, A ∼ = A × {0} is viewed as a subalgebra of A ⊲⊳ B. It is easy to see that A ∩ Im(f ϕ ) = {0} and (a, x) = (a − ϕ(x), 0) + (ϕ(x), x) ∈ A + B for all a ∈ A, x ∈ B. Hence, Im(f ϕ ) is an A-complement of E = A ⊲⊳ B. Then, we only need to prove that B ϕ and Im(f ϕ ) are isomorphic as algebras. Denote by f ϕ : B → Im(f ϕ ) the linear map induced by f ϕ . Obviously, f ϕ is a linear isomorphism. Next, we prove that f ϕ is also an algebra morphism if the product of B is given by (5.2). For any x, y ∈ B, we get
Thus, B ϕ is a left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra.
(2) Let B be an arbitrary of A-complement of E. Since E = A ⊕ B = A ⊕ B, we can obtain four linear maps:
such that for all x ∈ B and y ∈ B, we get
Thus, by (5.3), for x = t(y), y ∈ B, we obtain − s(y) + y = t(y) = u(t(y)) + v(t(y)). (5.4) By the unique decomposition in a direct sum, we get u(t(y)) = −s(y) and v(t(y)) = y for all y ∈ B. Thus, v is surjective. If there exists some non-zero element x ∈ B such that x = u(x), then it contradicts with A ∩ B = {0}. Therefore, v is injective. for some z ∈ B. Here, z = x • y + l A (ϕ(x))y + r A (ϕ(y))x. Thus, ϕ is a deformation map of the matched pair (A, B, l A , r A , l B , r B ) and v : B ϕ → B is also a leftsymmetric (resp. Novikov) algebra morphism. Therefore, B ∼ = B ϕ . Proof. It is easy to see that two deformation maps ϕ and ψ are equivalent if and only if the corresponding left-symmetric (resp. Novikov) algebras B ϕ and B ψ are isomorphic. Then, by Theorem 5.2, we obtain this theorem.
Finally, we provide a explicit example to compute [E : A].
Example 5.5. Let k be the field of real numbers R or the field of complex numbers C. Let E be the 4-dimensional left-symmetric algebra with basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } and the product defined as follows (other products vanishing): This algebra can be referred to Example 3.34 in [14] . Assume that A and B are the left-symmetric subalgebras of E with basis {e 1 , e 3 } and {e 2 , e 4 } respectively. Obviously, B is a complement of A in E. Therefore, E is isomorphic to the bicrossed product corresponding to the matched pair (A, B, l A , r A , l B , r B ) whose actions are given by (other actions vanishing) l A (e 1 )e 4 = −e 4 , l A (e 3 )e 4 = e 2 , r A (e 3 )e 4 = e 2 , l B (e 2 )e 3 = e 3 .
By some simple computations, we can obtain that any deformation map associated with the above matched pair of left-symmetric algebras is of the following form: ϕ b : B → A, ϕ(e 2 ) = 0, ϕ(e 4 ) = be 3 , for some b ∈ k. Furthermore, the ϕ b -deformation of B has the following product: 
